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Abstract .  We have measured the process 
e + e-  ~ e  + e-  +hadrons,  where one of the scattered 
electrons was detected at large angles, with Q2 rang- 
ing from 7 to 70 (GeV/c) 2. The photon structure 
function F~(x, Q2) was determined at an average Q2 
of 23 (GeV/c) 2. The measurements were compared to 
theoretical predictions of the Quark Parton Model 
and Quantum Chromodynamics. In both models a 
hadronic part was added�9 Within the errors the data 
are in agreement with the QPM using quark masses 
of 300 MeV/c 2 for the light quarks. The data also 
agree with a QCD calculation including higher order 

corrections. A fit yielded a Agg value of 140 +190 
- 65 

MeV, where the errors include statistical and sys- 
tematic uncertainties. 

1. Introduct ion  

At e + e-  storage rings the two-photon production of 
hadrons in the reaction 

e + e-  ~ e  + e -  +hadrons  (1) 

provides the possibility to study the structure func- 
tions of the photon. Reaction (1) can be interpreted 
as deep inelastic e 7 scattering in the case where one 
of the incoming electrons is scattered at a large 
angle 01 and the other one restricted to small angles 
02. In this configuration the highly virtual photon 
with the four-momentum transfer squared Iq21>>0 
probes the structure of the other quasi real photon 
(target photon) with a four-momentum transfer 
squared Ip21 close to zero. 

We have measured process (1) with the TASSO 
detector at beam energies, Eb, between 16.5 GeV 
and 17.5 GeV. The total integrated luminosity col- 
lected was 52.5 pb-1.  One of the scattered electrons 
was detected at large angles (single tag condition). 
The data were analyzed in terms of the photon 

structure function F~. Measurements of F~ have 
been published earlier by the PLUTO,  JADE and 
CELLO collaborations [1-3~. 

2. Theore t i ca l  F r a m e w o r k  

For quasi real target photons the cross section of 
process (1) can be expressed in terms of the two 
structure functions F~(x, Q2) and F~(x, Q2): 

d 5 ~r 

dz 1 dz 2 d cos 01 d cos 02 d~b 
d5 Lrr  8 ~20~ 

- - 7 7  

dzldZzdCOsOadcosOzdff ) Q 2 ( l + (  1 y)2) 

�9 {(1 -y )F~(x ,  Q2)+xy2F~(x, Q2)} (2) 

where zl, z 2 are the normalized photon energies z i 
=E~i/E b, 01,02 the lepton scattering angles and q5 
the azimuthal angle between the e + e + ' -  and the 
e - e  ' scattering planes. Lr~ r represents the flux of 
two transversely polarized photons. For  this analysis 
Lr~ r was taken from [4]. The variables Q2, x and y 
are given by 

Qz = 4E' E b sin 2 (01/2) = - q2 

y = 1 - E'/E b cos 2 (01/2) (3) 
Q2 

X=Q2 + 

with E' being the energy of the tagged lepton and 
W~ the invariant mass of the colliding photons. 

Because of the cuts imposed on E' and 01 in this 
experiment, y is small with an average value of ( y )  
=0.2 and ( x y  2) =0.03. The contribution of F~ in (2) 
is thus negligible. 

Usually F~ is considered as a sum of a pointlike 
and a so called 'hadronic '  part�9 Walsh and Zerwas 
[5] suggested that at large Q2 the photon structure 
function is dominated by the pointlike contribution 
from the direct 77 ~ q~/coupling which can be calcu- 
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lated in the Quark Parton Model, QPM, [5] or 
under certain theoretical assumptions in perturbative 
Quantum Chromodynamics, QCD [6]. 

In the quark parton model F~ is given (for u, d, s 
quarks) [5, 7] by: 

F~QPM(x ' Q 2 ) =  3 ~ e~ 

x(x 2 +(1 - x )  2) In ~ + 8x2(1 - x ) - x  (4) 2 7~ mq 

where eq, mq are the quark charges and masses re- 
spectively. 

The contribution of the c quark to F~, taking 
proper account of the large c quark mass, me, is 
given in [7]: 

~ e  3c~ m~ �9 x (1 -x )  "2 = x . - - e  A 8 x ( 1 - x ) - l - 4 ~  

mZ~ x( l_3x)_8mc I + A ~  + x2+(1-x )2+4Q-2  ~ - x  2 l n l _ A ~  

(5) 
with A2=l  4m2x 

(1 -x )Q 2" 
In leading order QCD (LOQCD) F~ has been 

calculated for light quarks q(u, d, s) in [6]: 

Q2 
F~LO(x, Q2)=3en • e~fL~ A2 ~ .  (6) 

A higher order calculation (HOQCD) in [8] (using 

the MS-scheme) gives: 

{ F~"~ QZ)=3C~ E e4 f(x) In A ~  

4 
In (6) and (7)fL~ f(x), g(x), h(x) are known 
functions and eq are the fractional charges of the 
quarks *. 

Equations (6), (7) show that the QCD parameter 
ALo or A~s , can be determined directly from the 
magnitude of F~(x, Q2). However, this method of 
determining A poses problems which are still de- 
bated [10-12]. The arbitrary separation of F~ into a 
hadronic and a pointlike part leads in next-to-lead- 
ing order to negative values of the perturbatively 
calculable part of F~ at small x with a singularity at 
x=0.  In [11] a procedure is suggested to regularize 
F~ at small x and it is shown that the perturbative 
calculation is reliable for x > 0.2. 

�9 At the high Q2 values of this experiment a gauge invariant 
quark model with integer quark charges yields nearly the same 
magnitude of F~ as given by (6) and (7) [9] 

In the present paper the hadronic part of F~, 
F~ A~ was estimated assuming vector meson domin- 
ance [10], where F2 nap was inferred from measure- 
ments of the pion structure function, leading, for the 
light quark contributions, to: 

f ~  HAD = 0.2. e. (1 - x). (8) 

The contribution from charmed quarks was ob- 
tained by assuming J/O dominance [13]: 

F2,Z/of.~,_(eq~2 2 ] / /x(1-x)  (9) 
' ~ ' -  \fo ! "5 

4 n  ~ 2 ma/~ 
where f~ z is given by fo2 = ~  - 

/~(J/0--, e + e-)" 

3. Experimental Procedure 

3.1. Detector Components 

The general description of the TASSO detector has 
been given in [143. The charged tracks of the ha- 
dronic system of reaction (1) were measured in the 
central drift and proportional chambers, which cover 
a solid angle of 87 % of 4n. Photons and electrons 
were detected in the liquid argon endcap shower 
counters (LAEC) [15], the liquid argon barrel coun- 
ters (LABC) [16], and the hadron arm lead-scintil- 
lator sandwich shower counters (HASH) [17], cover- 
ing in total a solid angle of 65 ~/o of 4n. 

The scattered electrons which tagged the high q2 
photons were measured in the LAEC, which cover a 
polar angular range of 13.2-28.7 ~ , and 151.3-166.8 ~ 
and all azimuthal angles. The calorimeter consists of 
small front towers (depth 5.9 radiation length, X o, 
A~=8  msr) followed by back towers (depth: 7.6X0) 
each covering 4 front towers. In order to improve 
the position measurement of showers, the calori- 
meter contains two planes of readout strips which 
are oriented along lines R=const  (R-strips) and ~b 
=const (q%strips) at two different depths 0.7 X o and 
2.9 X o. A detailed description of the experimental 
setup and the electronics is given in [15]. Electrons 
(and photons) were found by a pattern recognition 
program which scans the information of the calori- 
meter for energy clusters. A cluster was defined as a 
group of adjacent front towers each with an energy 
deposit larger than 20 MeV. The cluster search start- 
ed from local energy maxima in the front towers. 
The energy of all adjacent front towers was added as 
long as this energy decreased. Detecting an energy 
increase led to a new cluster. Any energy deposited 
in the back towers was added to the energy mea- 
sured in the associated front towers. 

The r.m.s, energy resolution o~/E can be parame- 
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trized by 0.10/]/@-+0.03 as checked with Bhabha 
scattering events at beam energies between 11 GeV 
and 17.5 GeV. The precise position of the cluster 
was determined from small towers and R- and qS- 
strips using the center of gravity method. The mea- 
sured angular resolutions obtained from high energy 
Bhabha events were O-o=2 mrad and ae=6.5  mrad. 
The performance of the calorimeter was constantly 
monitored using Bhabha scattering. 

3.2. Event  Selection 

The trigger demanded at least one cluster in the 
LAEC with an energy greater than 1.5 GeV and at 
least one charged track in the inner detector with 
Icos0[<0.82 and a transverse momentum p~>0.3 
GeV/c with respect to the beam axis. 

For the event reconstruction charged tracks were 
accepted if they had p~>0.1 GeV/c and Icos0p<0.87. 
These tracks had to originate within 20cm of the 
interaction point along the beam axis, and within 
5 cm in a plane perpendicular to the beam. Photons 
were required to have energies larger than 0.15 GeV 
in the LAEC and LABC, and larger than 0.25 GeV 
in the HASH. 

The following event selection criteria were ap- 
plied: 

a) A cluster in the LAEC polar angle range with 
an energy greater than 9 GeV was demanded. It was 
not explicitly required that the cluster originated 
from a charged track. 

b) To keep the four momentum squared of the 
target photon, p2, as small as possible we restricted 
the second e ! to small polar angles by requiring 
that there were no additional clusters in the LAEC, 
LABC and HASH with an energy E > 5  GeV (anti- 
tag condition). 

c) Three or more charged tracks were demanded, 
one of which with pt>0.3 GeV/c and [cos0L <0.8. At 
least two of the charged tracks were required to be 
separated by more than 308 . These cuts discriminat- 
ed against the QED reactions e+e  --*l + l - + y  and 
e § e --*e + e-  + l  + l-  with l + I- being the leptons e, 
/~ and z. 

d) To suppress 17 annihilation events, the total 
energy of the hadronic final state Eha a was required 
to be less than the beam energy. The invariant mass 
Wvi ~ of the detected hadronic system was required to 
be greater than 1 GeV. Both, W,i ~ and Eh, a were 
calculated from the measured momenta of the 
charged tracks (assuming pion masses) and of the 
photons, 

e) A further discrimination against 17 annihi- 
lation events was achieved by the following require- 
ments: 

- transverse momentum balance (with respect to 
the beam) 

] tag had Pt - l i t  ] 3GeV/c,  

- -  missing longitudinal momentum (associated with 
the undetected electron) 

~g h,~ - 7 GeV/c, Pll -- Pll 

where pttag and pi~ g are  the transverse and longitu- 
dinal momentum of the measured electron, and _had Pt , 
p~/aa the transverse and longitudinal components of 
the vector sum of the charged hadron and photon 
momenta, respectively. 

f) The contamination from beam gas scattering 
was reduced by demanding IZvert--Z01<6 cm where 
Zvert is the reconstructed event vertex and Z o the 
nominal interaction point. 

After these cuts 344 events remained. 

3.3. Background 

Using Monte Carlo programs, the contributions 
from the following background processes were calcu- 
lated: 

a) Inelastic Compton scattering [10]: 

5_+0.5 events (1.5 Yo) 

b) e+ e---*e+ e - + r +  r - :  

30 + 3.5 events (9 7o)- 

c) e + e---+v + v-, where one of the r leptons de- 
cayed into an electron which fulfilled the tag criteria, 
and the other z decayed to hadrons: 

3 + 1 events (1 •). 

d) Hadronic events from 17 annihilation, where 
an initial state bremsstrahlung 7 or a ? from re ~ 
decay fulfills the tag criteria: 

44+_3.5 events (13 ~o). 

The amount of the latter background was consider- 
able, because it was not required that the tag cluster 
originated from a charged track. 

The residual background originating from beam 
gas interactions was determined from the data by 
using the side bands of the event vertex distribution 
along the beam. It was found to be negligible (<  1 ~o). 

The background contributions sum to 82 
+ 5 (stat) _+ 8 (syst) events (24 7o -+ 1.5 7o + 2.5 ~o), 
where the estimated systematic error originates 
mainly from the uncertainty in the simulation model 
for the 17 annihilation processes. 

After subtraction of these background contri- 
butions, a sample of 262_+ 19_+8 events attributed to 
process (1) remained. 
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4. Analysis 

4.1. Experimental Distributions 

Figures 1-3 show the 2 Q,4s, W,,is and Xvi s (Xvi s 
2 2 2 w iJ) of =Q~/(Qv~+ distributions the data together 

with the background events. The mean Q 2  value for 
the background subtracted data is (Qv2i~)=23 
(GeV/c) 2. As determined by Monte Carlo calculations, 
the ratio of the measured Qv2~ to the true Q2 has an 
average value of 1 with an 8 % spread. The invariant 
mass of the colliding photons, W~, is calculated 
from the momenta and energies of the particles of 
the hadronic final state. Due to acceptance losses the 
calculated visible invariant mass, W,~, is systemati- 
cally shifted to smaller values (on average 36 %) with 

120 
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Fig. 3. Observed x distribution 2 2 2 x~i~ = Q,iJ(Q,,i~ + w~i,) before back- 
ground subtraction. The shaded histogram represents the back- 
ground 
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Fig. 1. Observed Q2 distribution (Q~) before background sub- 
traction. The shaded histogram represents the background 
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Fig. 2. Observed distribution of the invariant mass  (Wvis) of the 
hadronic system before background subtraction. The shaded his- 
togram represents the background 

respect to the true mass WT~. As a consequence, the 
calculated value x,i S is shifted to larger values 
Xvi s ~ X. 

Comparing the data with theoretical models re- 
quires either an unfolding procedure for the variable 
x, or the comparison in the visible quantities. We 
used both ways in our analyses. We first compared 
the observed xvi s distribution to the theoretical pre- 
dictions. These predictions were obtained by means 
of a Monte Carlo program [18] which generated 
hadronic two-photon events for a given F~. In the 
second approach, F~ was determined at an average 
value of Qz by unfolding the measured Xvi S distribu- 
tion. Then F~(x) was compared to the various 
theoretical predictions. 

4.2. Monte Carlo Simulation 

The Monte Carlo simulation was done in the follow- 
ing way. First events of the type e + e - ~ e  + e -+qYt  
were generated following (2) and using theoretical 
predictions for F~. 

The following models were used for the structure 
function F~ : 

a) QPM with or without a hadronic part (8); (4) 
for light quarks (u, d, s), and the c quark contri- 
bution as described in Chap. 1. Equation (5) was 
modified between the maximum of F~ and the ce 
threshold to account for QCD corrections [-13]. 

b) LOQCD as in (6) following a calculation of 
[10] with a hadronic part (8) and the same c quark 
contribution as in model a). 

c) HOQCD as in (7) following a calculation of 
[19]* plus a hadronic part (8). The c quark was 
treated as in model a). 

* For negative values of the photon structure function, F~ was set 
to zero 
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The Q P M  and QCD calculations hold only un- 100.0 
der the assumption that the four momentum 

80.0 
squared of the target photon, p2, fulfills the con- 
dition Ip21~m g or Ip2l<A 2, where mq is the quark g 6o.o 

mass and A is the QCD scale parameter,  respective- 
ly. For  our antitag condition, no additional electron "6 ~0.0 
at a polar angle 0 e > 2 1 0 m r a d  and an energy larger 

E 20.0 
than 5 GeV (see 3.2b), Ip21,0 can occur. For  Ip2l 
~> A 2 the scale of the q2 dependence of F~ is given o o 
by p2 instead of A 2. 

In this case F~ is exactly calculable in QCD 
according to [203. Since the value of p2 cannot be 
measured, its effect was taken into account in the 
Monte Carlo simulation. In the QCD models we 

2 by 2 replaced A 2 by AZ+lp2l and in the Q P M  mq mq 
+lpZl . For  F2 ~HAD the right hand side of (8) was o = 
multiplied by a propagator  term of the form mp/(mp2 2 "6 
+lp2l). The simulation showed that for 75% of the ~, 
events Ip2l <0.01 (GeV/c) 2. 

For  the pointlike part  a parametrizat ion of the 
angular distribution of the q~/ pairs with respect to 
the V7 direction in the 77 CM system was deter- b 
mined by using a computer  program [21] taking 
into account the squared four-momentum transfer 
values, q2, p2. > 

For  the hadronic part, the q Y:/ pair was oriented cs 
along the 77 directions. Quark flavors were generat- rl 
ed with quark masses m = ma= m~= 300 MeV/c 2, m c 
= 1,550 MeV/c 2. >g 0~ 

Radiative corrections were taken into account by "6 
a correction factor of 1.04 estimated from [22]. ./3 

The hadronization of the qT:/ system was done z 
according to the following model: 

a) For  W ~ < 4  GeV a multipion phase space o 
model was used with limited transverse momentum 
with respect to the quark direction [23]. The multi- 
plicity of the pions was chosen to be Poisson distrib- 
uted with a mean of ( n ) =  1.7. (2.0+ 1.4 In W), moti- 
vated by low energy measurements in e + e -  annihi- 
lation. The ratio of charged to neutral pions was 
taken to be 1:1.22. The distribution of transverse 
momenta  Pt relative to the 77 axis, d N / d p  2, was 
taken to be proport ional  to e -~p~ with a mean value 
(Pt)  of 420 MeV/c. 

b) For  W ~ > 4  GeV we used the Field Feynman 
(FF) fragmentation scheme [24] with the following 
fragmentation functions and parameters:  for light 
(u,d,s) quarks we used the standard FF  fragmen- 
tation function [24] with a t = 0 . 7 7  and for the c 
quark we used the fragmentation [25] with e~=0.18 
[26]. The values of the other parameters  were taken 
as [27] crq=320 MeV/c, P / ( P +  V)=0.5, u : d : s = 2 : 2 : l  
and the probabili ty to create a diquark in the cas- 
cade was taken as 0.075. 

The generated hadrons were passed through the 
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Fig. 4a-c. Comparison of the data with Monte Carlo calculations 
for distributions sensitive to fragmentation. The histograms repre- 
sent the Monte Carlo predictions for the model LOQCD (u, d, s) 
with ALo = 150 MeV including the hadronic part and the c quark 
contribution, a Multiplicity of charged particles with pt>100 
MeV/c, Pr being the transverse momentum with respect to the beam 
axis. b Multiplicity of photons with energies greater than 150 (250) 
MeV in the LAEC, LABC (HASH) detectors, e p2 distribution of 
charged particles, pt 2 being the transverse momentum squared 
with respect to the beam axis 

detector simulation taking into account all efficien- 
cies and resolutions. The Monte  Carlo events had to 
pass the same cuts as the real data. The model 
describes well those features of the data which are 
sensitive to the fragmentation scheme. This is dem- 
onstrated in Figs. 4a-c,  where the distributions of 
the charged and neutral multiplicity and the trans- 
verse momen tum squared (with respect to the beam 
axis) are shown. 
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4.3. Comparison of the x,i ~ Distribution with Models 

In Figs. 5a-c, we show the background corrected 
W~is) ). The = QviJ(Qvi~ + error x~i , distribution (Xvi s 2 2 2 

bars on the data points are statistical only. 
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Fig. 5a-c. Comparison of the data with modeI predictions in the 
xvl s distribution, a The dashed histogram represents the Monte 
Carlo prediction for QPM (u, d, s) including the c quark contri- 
bution. The solid histogram gives the prediction of the Monte 
Carlo for QPM (u, d, s) including the c quark contribution and 
the hadronic part. b The solid histogram represents the Monte 
Carlo prediction for LOQCD (u, d, s) including the c quark con- 
tribution and the hadronic part with Aeo= 150 MeV. The shaded 
histogram represents the c quark contribution calculated follow- 
ing (5) and (9). e The histograms represent the Monte Carlo 
prediction for HOQCD (u, d, s) including the c quark contribution 
and the hadronic part for different A~s values. The dashed histo- 
gram is for A~s= 300 MeV, the dashed-dotted histogram for A ~  
=50 MeV and the solid histogram for the best fit value, AM~ 
= 140 MeV 

Figure 5a shows the comparison with the QPM 
(dashed line). Including the hadronic part (solid line) 
the data are well described. Figure 5b shows the 
comparison with LOQCD using ALo=150 MeV. 
The dashed area shows the contribution of the c 
quark, calculated following (5) and (9); it amounts to 
28%. A comparison with HOQCD is shown in 
Fig. 5c. The dashed histogram represents the 
HOQCD calculation for Ag~= 300 MeV whereas the 
dashed-dotted histogram is for Agg=50 MeV, in- 
dicating the sensitivity to Agg. A least squares fit of 
A~-g using the higher order calculation, yields: 

A ~ =  140 +90 MeV. 
- 3 5  

The errors are purely statistical. The corresponding 
distribution is shown as the solid histogram of 
Fig. 5c. 

The comparison of the x distribution with the 
three models in Figs. 5a-c shows that it is not 
possible to distinguish between these models. 

Systematic uncertainties of the Xvi ~ distribution 
come from the following sources: the luminosity 
measurement (4%), the radiative corrections (2%00), 
and the background contribution (3 %) adding up to 
_+5.5%. Errors coming from uncertainties in the 
determination of the fragmentation parameters and 
the detector acceptance and resolutions were esti- 
mated by Monte Carlo simulation to be _+10%. 
Other contributions to the systematic error come 
from the treatment of the hadronic part in F~, the c 
quark contribution and the nonzero value of p2. The 
uncertainties from these three sources were esti- 
mated to be _+ 8 %, _+ 7 %00 and _+ 10 %, respectively. 

Altogether this gives a total systematic uncer- 
tainity of _+19%. Adding this error in quadrature 
(point to point in the %is-distribution) to the statis- 
tical error and performing again a fit of A ~ ,  the 
following value was obtained: 

A ~ =  140 + 190 MeV. 
- 65 

The main assumptions which were made to derive 
the Agg value are as follows: 

1. The pointlike part calculated in HOQCD and 
the hadronic part estimated by [10] can be added 
incoherently. 

2. The four momentum squared of the target 
photon can be treated as described above. 

3. The c quark contribution is taken as proposed 
in [13]. 
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4.4. Determination of the Structure Function F~ 

In order to allow a direct comparison with theoreti- 
cal predictions, we determined F~ by unfolding the 
x,i s into the x distribution following a method ex- 
plained in [28]. The mapping of x to x,i ~ was done 
by a Monte Carlo simulation and then inverted in 
such a way as to avoid the enhancement of fluc- 
tuations usually occuring in the calculation of ma- 
trix inversions. 

The unfolding was done in the x variable alone. 
In order to check the influence of a Q2 dependence 
on the unfolding procedure a factorization ansatz of 
F~ in x and Q2, F~(x, QZ)=F~(x){l+alnQ2/(Q2)} 
was tried. We found that within the statistical errors 
the unfolding in x alone was sufficient. 

The reliability of the unfolding procedure was 
checked as follows: First Monte Carlo events were 
generated which used either the QPM (4) or the 
hadronic part (8) as a model for F2L The resulting 
x ~  distributions in both cases were then unfolded 
using the normal procedure and the unfolded values 
for F~ were compared to the input models. Figures 
6a, b show that for the two very different shapes the 
unfolded distributions agree well with the input dis- 
tributions. 

In order to obtain an unfolded structure function 

for target photons with p 2 = 0  (rather than present- 
ing an integral of F~ over the accepted p2 distribu- 
tion), the effect of the nonzero values of p2 was 
taken into account in the unfolding procedure. For 
the input structure function the p2 dependence was 
parametrized as described in 4.2. The A value had to 
be fixed for the unfolding calculations: we chose Ag~ 
=140 MeV. The effect of the nonzero p2 is sub- 
stantial. Neglecting it, i.e. p2--0, would decrease the 
unfolded structure function by ,~ 20 %. 

Figure 7 shows the unfolded structure function 
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F~(x, Q 2 = 2 3  (GeV/c) 2) (triangles). The  full dots  re- 

present  F~ for the l ight  quarks  only,  where the c 
quark  con t r ibu t ion  has been sub t rac ted  in the un- 
folding p rocedure  using fo rmulae  (5) and  (9). 

The  c o m p u t e d  cha rm con t r ibu t ion  has also been 
sub t rac ted  in the fol lowing figures. In  Fig. 8a  F~ is 
c o m p a r e d  with the theore t ica l  p red ic t ions  of the 
Q P M  (solid line) and  the Q P M + h a d r o n i c  par t  
(dashed line). F igure  8b  shows the compa r i s on  be- 
tween F~ and the p red ic t ion  of H O Q C D + h a d r o n i c  
part .  Here  the p a r a m e t r i z a t i o n  of [,19] with A ~  
= 1 5 0  MeV and (8) were used, respectively.  This 
value  has been de t e rmined  by a fit to the unfolded 
d i s t r ibu t ion  and compares  well with the value ex- 
t rac ted  f rom the Xvi ~ d is t r ibut ion .  The Q P M  and 
H O Q C D ,  bo th  with the had ron ic  par t  included,  de- 
scribe the da t a  a lmos t  equal ly  well. 

5. C o n c l u s i o n  

A measu remen t  of the p h o t o n  s t ructure  funct ion F~ 
has been car r ied  out  using events of the process  
e + e - ~ e + e  + h a d r o n s  under  the single tag con- 
dit ion.  The  Q2 range was 7 < Q 2 < 7 0  (GeV/c) z with a 
mean  value  of  23 (GeV/c)  2. A tota l  of 262 events 
were a t t r ibu ted  to this process.  The  da ta  were anal-  
ysed in two ways. In  the first one different theoret i -  
cal models  were c o m p a r e d  with the da ta  in the xvi s 
d is t r ibut ion .  The  second m e t h o d  used the unfolded 
s t ructure  funct ion F~ for a compa r i son  with the 
theore t ica l  predict ions .  Both  me thods  gave consis-  
tent  results.  

The da t a  agree within the errors  with the sum of 
the Q P M  and a had ron ic  par t  using qua rk  masses  of 
300 MeV/c  2 for the l ight  quarks .  They are  also in 
agreement  with leading  o rde r  Q C D  or  higher  o rder  
Q C D  calcula t ions ,  bo th  with the hadron ic  par t  in- 
cluded. U n d e r  the a s sumpt ions  l isted in Chap.  4 a 
value for the higher  o rde r  Q C D  scale pa r ame te r  A ~  
was ob ta ined  by a fit to the Xvi s d i s t r ibu t ion  yie lding 

A g s =  140_+ 9305 MeV, 

where the errors  are pure ly  statist ical .  Inc luding  the 
sys temat ic  errors  we got  

+ 1 9 0  
A ~ =  140 MeV. 

- 65 

This result  agrees within errors  with previous  de- 
t e rmina t ions  of the p h o t o n  s t ructure  funct ions [-1, 2]. 
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